Milan Hotel **** (5 minutes by car from the SERESSA venue, 15 minutes by bus without
traffic jams)
The Milan Hotel is a good combination of style, service and hospitality! The interiors filled in with light and high
Milan is a modern business-class hotel. There are 298 rooms in the hotel including non-smoking, connected and
rooms for disabled. You can choose any room category for your
convenience depending on the purposes of your trip. If you are in
business trip, have decided to celebrate wedding in hotel or make a
trip with a family, we are always glad to you to offer standard rooms
with one or two beds, deluxe and suite.
For business the hotel offers 13 modern conference halls capacity to
350 persons, business center, and also a wide choice of additional
services. For rest of visitors - restaurant
Tiberio and Viscontiwith European and Italian cuisine, Piano
Bar with live music. Free WIFIin all zones of the hotel.
Advantage of hotel is the close arrangement to the international
airport Domodedovo and easy access to the basic highways of
Moscow. The big supervised parking will be useful to those who
has got used to travel on the car.
Not far from Milan Hotel there is a great culture preserve
Kolomenskoe. At Kolomenskoe there are a lot of picturesque
beauty spots. In summertime You can go horse riding or take a
water bus. The Church of Ascension (16 century) in
Kolomenskoe has been designated by UNESCO as World
Heritage Site.
Tsaritsyno is a unique historical and architectural memorial estate with landscape park, an art museum and
entertainment centre. It is a best place for romantic walks and rest with children. Various excursions, exhibitions,
concerts are available at Tsaricyno.
28A Shipilovskaya str. Moscow 115563 Russia
Tel +7 (495) 648 9292
Fax +7 (495) 648 9293
info@hotelmilan.ru
Prices from of 100 euro/night
http://www.hotelmilan.ru/en

Orekhovo Hotel *** (5 minutes by car from the SERESSA venue, 20 minutes by bus
without traffic jams)
The hotel complex "Orekhovo" is conveniently located in a green and quiet area of Moscow 100 meters away from
the underground station "Orekhovo", 15-20 minutes drive from the
airport "Domodedovo", a straight branch-line to the centre of Moscow,
Paveletsky and Belorussky railway stations, Rechnoy vokzal station.
Hotel has a view on the revived Tsaritsyno palace and park ensemble imperial residence of Catherine II. Here you can have a comfortable rest
and organized leisure time.
The hotel complex "Orekhovo" consists of two buildings with
completely refurbished rooms and apartments. There are more than 400
guest rooms of various categories available in the hotel: from single
and double standard rooms to luxurious apartments with lounge
rooms and kitchens. For your convenience there are rooms for nonsmokers, and also for guests with pets.
HOTEL SERVICES: Round-the-clock service, secure parking on
site, business center, conference hall (until 20 people), restaurant,
bar, cafe, beauty salon, taxi service, baggage room, deposit safes,
computer power point with Internet.

115551, 43, Shipilovsky proezd, building 1, 39, Shipilovsky proezd, building 2 Moscow 115551, Russia
Reservation department:
Phone: +7 (495) 787-49-89, 343-09-11, 343-43-43, 343-43-56, 787-49-88
Tel/Fax: +7(495) 392-33-27, 343-09-00, 343-43-63
E-mail: booking@orekhovo-hotel.ru
Prices from of 50 euro/night
http://www.orekhovo-hotel.ru/?language=English

Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow ***** (2 minutes from Kremlin, 30 minutes by metro and on
foot to the SERESSA venue)
Ararat Park Hyatt Moscow is located in the very heart of the city, one of the best situated 5 star luxury hotels in
Moscow. Just a few minutes’ walk from iconic landmarks such as the Kremlin, Red Square and Saint Basil’s
Cathedral, the Moscow hotel is also within the immediate vicinity of the
famous Bolshoi Theatre. Parliament House, the central business district
and the luxury shopping malls TsUM and GUM for those seeking to enjoy
the wonderful shopping in Moscow, are also nearby.
The personalized service and outstanding quality offered by our timeless,
residential style luxury hotel, which caters to the discerning traveller
seeking privacy, luxury and elegance, distinguish Ararat Park Hyatt
Moscow from other hotels in Moscow.
The 211 tastefully furnished rooms, including 26 expansive suites, comprise some of the most spectacular Moscow
accommodation available. Moreover, Café Ararat, known for Armenian specialties, the Conservatory Lounge &
Bar, recognized as one of the Best Bars in the World by
Architectural Digest for its panoramic views over the city and
outstanding contemporary design, the elegant Neglinka
Lounge, The Park Restaurant and Japanese restaurant Enoki are
among the bestMoscow restaurants and bars around.
Modern and elegant conference rooms and beautifully decorated
banqueting facilities are venues of choice for any occasion,
including business meetings and social events, as well as exquisite
festivals andweddings in Moscow with attentive personalized
service.
In order to meet the needs of the modern traveller, the luxury Moscow hotel is glad to offer its guests use
of Quantum Spa & Health Club, featuring the latest cardiovascular technology for fitness enthusiasts alongside pure
pampering and relaxation, a host of massage, body and skin treatments and our indoor swimming pool.

Prices from of 300 euro/night
4 Neglinnaya Street
Moscow, Russia, 109012
Tel: +7 495 783 1234
Fax: +7 495 783 1235
Email: moscow.park@hyatt.com
http://www.moscow.park.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html

Maxima Panorama Hotel **** (10 minutes by metro to the center of Moscow, 25 minutes
by metro and on foot to the SERESSA venue)
Maxima Panorama is a modern business hotel 4* in Moscow. High quality and
invariable Russian hospitality – all the best features of all Maxima hotels are
combined in this hotel. The hotel name has been chosen by voting on a web-site
among all Guests.
All rooms are equipped with an electric kettle and tea accessories. Junior Suites
are equipped with docking station for apple-devices.
Total capacity of the hotel is 123 rooms.
You can choose any room type depending on the purpose of the trip - whether
You travel with a family, or have a business-trip, or celebrate wedding. Business
class room consists of a bedroom and a drawing room that allows to hold
business meetings and negotiations in
a hotel. Studio represents a spacious
room with a double bed of the royal sizes. Junior Suites consist of 1 or 2
comfortable rooms.
Buffet-breakfast is included. Breakfast is available every morning from
07:00 a.m. till 10:00 a.m. on weekdays, from 07:00 a.m. till 11:00 a.m.
on weekends and holidays. Business Lunch is from the noon till 4:00
p.m.daily.
Maxima Panorama arrangement is one of the most important advantages
of this hotel – just a few meters from metro station “Avtozavodskaya”, in
a business part of Moscow: 4 Masterkova str., 115280, Moscow. If You prefer to travel by car, You will appreciate a
big guarded parking near the hotel.

Prices from of 70 euro/night
booking@maximahotels.ru
4 Masterkova str., 115280, Moscow
tel. (495) 788 72 77
http://www.maximahotels.com/panorama.htm

Aquamarine Hotel **** (15 minutes walk from Kremlin, 30 minutes by metro and on foot
to the SERESSA venue)
Aquamarine Hotel Moscow is a modern, 4 star deluxe hotel located in the
heart of Moscow, 15 minutes walking from Kremlin. The hotel offers an
understated elegance with a relaxed environment and friendly but discreet
level of service.
The charm of this 159 room hotel will leave you with happy memories of
your stay. Equipped with the latest modern comforts, all the rooms are
available as singles and doubles, ideal for business and leisure travelers.
The rooms are complete with air conditioning, complimentary Wi-fi
internet access and satellite TV.
Topaz Restaurant is a pleasant surprise for those seeking an
interesting and sophisticated gastronomic experience. Ruby Bar
is the place to relax and enjoy elaborate cocktails and appetizing
snacks.
Relax and unwind at Aqua-Spa, after a stressful day at work or
an exhausting day out sight-seeing. In one word whether you’re
in town for business or leisure, romance or family fun, let
Aquamarine hotel delight you with the best that Moscow can
offer.

Prices from of 180 euro/night
Russia 115184, Moscow,
Ozerkovskaya 26
Tel.: +7 (495) 580 28 28
Email: reservations@aqmh.ru
http://www.aquamarinemoscow.com

